


So you want to sail?So you want to sail?

Are you looking for Are you looking for 
something the family something the family 

can do and learn can do and learn 
together?together?



OrOr…………

Perhaps you want Perhaps you want 
to cruise and to cruise and 
explore?explore?



Or do you want Or do you want ……

the thrill the thrill 
of the of the 
RACERACE!!



There is one boat that can There is one boat that can 
satisfy all your sailing needs.satisfy all your sailing needs.

The Wayfarer!The Wayfarer!



We are pleased to introduce you to:We are pleased to introduce you to:
Wayfarer SailingWayfarer Sailing



One great boat One great boat ……..

Born in England and praised all over the Born in England and praised all over the 
world, the Wayfarer has proven itself time world, the Wayfarer has proven itself time 
and again;  garnering a reputation for safe and again;  garnering a reputation for safe 

family outings, overnight cruising and family outings, overnight cruising and 
racing fun; enjoyed by tens of thousands racing fun; enjoyed by tens of thousands 

each year.each year.



Wayfarer HistoryWayfarer History
The Wayfarer was originally designed The Wayfarer was originally designed 
by by Ian ProctorIan Proctor in in 19571957, and has since , and has since 
gone through many new versions.gone through many new versions.

The first versions were wooden Mk1 The first versions were wooden Mk1 
designs, a large number of which are designs, a large number of which are 
still in use.still in use.

Fiberglass GRP versions first showed Fiberglass GRP versions first showed 
up in the mid 60s up in the mid 60s 

More than 12000 Wayfarers have now More than 12000 Wayfarers have now 
been built.been built.

A new version has just been released A new version has just been released 
in England.in England.



Wayfarer SpecificationsWayfarer Specifications

LengthLength 4.82m (154.82m (15’’--1010””))
BeamBeam 1.86m (61.86m (6’’--11””))
Sail AreaSail Area 15.9m215.9m2
WeightWeight 168kg168kg
With a double chine hull, the With a double chine hull, the 
Wayfarer is inherently very Wayfarer is inherently very 
stable and difficult to capsize. stable and difficult to capsize. 
A retractable rudder and A retractable rudder and 
centerboard allows sailing in centerboard allows sailing in 
shallow water and easy shallow water and easy 
beaching.beaching.



The Wayfarer is a The Wayfarer is a ““One One 
DesignDesign”” classclass

This means that the This means that the 
design is rigorously design is rigorously 
maintained and maintained and 
defended.defended.
All All ‘‘classclass’’ boats must boats must 
adhere to strict adhere to strict 
design parameters. design parameters. 
Modifications are not Modifications are not 
allowed except as allowed except as 
permitted by class permitted by class 
rules.rules.
This helps maintain This helps maintain 
both the class both the class 
integrity and value of integrity and value of 
the boats.the boats.



Totally Totally 
adaptableadaptable

The Wayfarer is an ideal day sailing / cruising dinghy or The Wayfarer is an ideal day sailing / cruising dinghy or 
racer that's exciting, dependable, and simple to sail. racer that's exciting, dependable, and simple to sail. 

The boat is easily handled by a crew of two and is often The boat is easily handled by a crew of two and is often 
sailed solo. However, a family of four or more can sail her in sailed solo. However, a family of four or more can sail her in 
comfort.comfort.

Her ability to make long, openHer ability to make long, open--water passages has been water passages has been 
demonstrated many times. The large fore and aft watertight demonstrated many times. The large fore and aft watertight 
buoyancy compartments accommodate everything needed buoyancy compartments accommodate everything needed 
for a week long cruise. for a week long cruise. 



The Wayfarer has strong The Wayfarer has strong 
class Associationsclass Associations

United Kingdom Wayfarer Association (UKWA)United Kingdom Wayfarer Association (UKWA)

England, Scotland and IrelandEngland, Scotland and Ireland

Canadian Wayfarer Association (CWA)Canadian Wayfarer Association (CWA)

United States Wayfarer Association (USWA)United States Wayfarer Association (USWA)

SkandinaviskSkandinavisk Wayfarer Wayfarer SammenslutningSammenslutning (SWS)(SWS)

Denmark, Sweden and NorwayDenmark, Sweden and Norway

Dutch Wayfarer AssociationDutch Wayfarer Association



A Wayfarer is easy to move A Wayfarer is easy to move 
from place to place..from place to place..

Requires only Requires only 
a a ½½ hour hour 

from landing from landing 
at shore to at shore to 

driving awaydriving away



…….even if you have no car!.even if you have no car!



You can easily get to Florida to You can easily get to Florida to 
sail in the winter if you feel the sail in the winter if you feel the 

urgeurge……

...but clean off ...but clean off 
the salt before the salt before 
you sail!you sail!



So decide So decide -- what kind of what kind of 
fun fun youyou wantwant……

RaceRace??



Cruise and Cruise and 
Explore?Explore?



Or simply Or simply 
getting getting 
out with out with 

the gang?the gang?



Whatever your choice Whatever your choice ––

the Wayfarer has what it takes to the Wayfarer has what it takes to 
provide your kind of provide your kind of funfun!!



Who sails Wayfarers?Who sails Wayfarers?

All sizes All sizes 
and ages and ages 
of of Great Great 
People!People!



Come sail with us!Come sail with us!



Happy Sailing!Happy Sailing!



Thanks to the many Wayfarer people, Thanks to the many Wayfarer people, 
too numerous to name, who provided too numerous to name, who provided 
the photos used in this presentation!the photos used in this presentation!


